Street Fighter: New Legends
A Sourcebook for Street Fighter the Storytelling Game

By Darrick Chen

Introduction: A Challenge

	“The winner, in two minutes and forty-four seconds …Shannon Sparks!”
	Trying to keep herself from noticeably gasping for breath, the teenage girl in the center of the ring raised a fist in victory as the crowd went wild. Sweat had matted her blond hair to her forehead and she brushed it away with arrogance, which the spectators seemed to love even more.
	Behind Shannon, her opponent’s manager and corner helped the defeated fighter to her feet and began to lead her away, off the mat, away from the ring. She watched them go, almost feeling sorry for her.
	Almost. The grating pain in her left shoulder, a result of a joint lock, erased all feelings of pity for Mercury Abel. A kick boxer from San Antonio, Abel was five years Shannon’s senior, and had been engaging in tournament fights longer as well. So, the muscular redhead had made fun of her as she had stepped into the ring, making cracks about her age and her fighting discipline, shorinji kenpo. And while Shannon felt no ire concerning the former matter –she had heard worse- it was the latter that had given her the extra edge of anger. With Shannon Sparks, you didn’t make a mockery of thing she had devoted ten years of her life to developing. Especially if you were some redneck fighter with way too much of a chip on your shoulder and an overbite.
	The match had been brutal, and way too long in Shannon’s opinion; her brother Tom had taught her that if a fight wasn’t over in less than two minutes, it was sign of sloppiness and over-confidence. Shannon remembered the growing frustration she had felt as Abel had countered most of her preliminary attacks easily. Easily, and with a cocky grin that had infuriated her. 
	In the past ten years, Shannon had learned not to let her anger control her, to instead channel it into energy. Tom had taught her another important lesson: if you ignored anger, it didn’t go away; it just festered and burned. But if you accepted the anger and used it, that was much more productive. 
	Shannon had learned to find an opening in her opponent’s attack pattern. With Abel, it was a tendency to lean a little too far to one side with her spinning roundhouse kicks. So, the next time she tried such a maneuver, Shannon made sure to duck under the whirling limb and counter with her own kick right into the fighter’s exposed jaw.
	While that blow alone had not been her winning strike, it had caught the kick boxer off guard and had caused enough damage to disorient her and disrupt her pattern. Shannon had been all over her then, and the knock out was scored by one of her trademark specialty techniques: a handstand kick in which she had rolled under her opponent and had thrust upwards with both her feet, solidly connecting with her jaw. Abel had been lifted from her feet by the force of the blow, and had been unconscious before she hit the ground.
	And thus, Shannon Sparks, seventeen years old and an Olympus native, had made her impressive debut in the world of the Street Fighters. She had to admit: it was pretty cool.
	Making her own exit from the ring, to make way for the next match, Shannon stopped by the table of judges. They congratulated her on winning her first official fight, and notified her that they would be in correspondence concerning the next tournament. She smiled, nodded, thanked them, and then quickly excused herself. She made her way towards the backstage entrance, all the time surrounded by the cheers of what seemed to be a new following of fans. She thought that was kind of cool also.
	Once in the “ready room”, where all the participating fighters awaited their bouts, Shannon tottered over to a stack of cushioned training mats and collapsed.
	The fight had taken a lot out of her, she realized. A small voice in the back of her head that sounded suspiciously like her brother’s, said well, what did you expect?
	Her brother Tom had stated his displeasure at her desire to enter the Street Fighter tournament circuit. Even though he had competed in the same circuit years ago, and had trained her himself, he still was against her entering.
	“It’s far too dangerous.” he’d argued. “You have no idea what you’re asking.”
	Shannon had put up her own reasoning. “Tom, this is the biggest thing in the martial arts world. All the tournaments I’ve been competing in are starting to get boring. All the rules and regulations…they’re holding us back, hamstringing us. They’re pointless.” 
That much was true; ever since getting her black belt a year earlier, Shannon had been yearning for something more challenging.
	“Those rules and regulations are what keeps a fighter in line, to assure a fair fight.” Tom had reproved her. “In the SF tourneys, it’s no holds barred, anything goes! Only occasionally do they even inform you of who your opponent is going to be. And while I’ve met a great number of honorable fighters, there’s no guarantee you won’t be pitted against some scumbag who takes pleasure in beating up a girl.”
	“Right!” Shannon had grinned. “And that’s exactly what I want: a challenge.”
	Tom had looked at her, looked at the fires of determination burning in her blue eyes. He knew that there was no talking her out of anything she had set her mind to. But he had made her a deal: if she could wait and spend the better part of a year training, then he would let her go. Shannon had accepted, and a year later found herself in a preliminary bout.
	A challenge: that was exactly what she had gotten in two minutes and forty-four seconds. 
	But I did it she assured herself. I won.
	But just barely, came Tom’s voice again, and Shannon knew that to be the truth. The handstand kick was the last maneuver she had had any real strength left for, and it was a last ditch attempt. If Abel hadn’t been so disoriented, than she could very easily have countered the cumbersome attack and dealt a finishing blow. As it was, Shannon was glad that today’s bouts had been scheduled as single elimination, due to the great number of fighters wishing to make their debut. Otherwise, it would have been a best-of-three match, and Shannon wasn’t sure if she could have continued.
	I guess I’ll just have to train harder for next time.
	Then something hit her. She snapped a glance at the wall clock.
	I almost forgot, Johnny’s match is going on in a few minutes. I’d better get going.
	Pausing only to grab a couple of the free beverages provided for the participants (one of those fancy sports drinks: Fighter’s Edge, “the Drink of Butt Kickers” ), plus a towel to dry herself off, Shannon jogged back out into the main area.
	McCormick Hall was Olympus’ main indoor coliseum. Three football fields large, it was the place where all the big sports events took place. But while the main hall could be converted into a hockey rink, basketball court, or indoor football field, it had been created to house Olympus’ favorite pastime; martial arts tournaments. Olympus was the only place in the hemisphere –artificially created though it was- that didn’t consider the Street Fighter tournaments illegal, which had been another point in her favor while arguing with Tom.
	The main area had been set up with its three arenas in place. Each of the rings was about the size of regulation boxing rings, but a few feet bigger on all sides. Right now, Shannon was hurrying herself to the farthest one, where her friend was competing, himself.
	As she neared the ring, the commotion made her realize that the fight had already started, and she berated herself slightly for her tardiness.
	Johnny would have been there to watch your fight she scolded herself.
	Silencing the accusing tone in her head, Shannon looked for a good spot to watch the match, and found a surprisingly decent one just a few feet away from the ring. She began to down her drink, so she wouldn’t have to deal with it while she watched.
	As the brightly colored, orange flavored, electrolyte-laden liquid coursed down her throat, Shannon noted that many of the spectators were cheering on “that new Chinese kid”.
	Sounds like Johnny’s doing okay she thought to herself, as she tossed the empty plastic bottle into a nearby trash bin and then gave her full attention to the match.
	On one side, a lanky Asian youth waited in a ma bu, a Chinese horse stance. Shannon could tell that what she had missed so far of the fight had been a challenge for her friend; there was a large bruise along Johnny’s jaw, and he could see his left foot waver in keeping with the stance.
	Not to say that his opponent was doing any better. Johnny’s adversary was a tall African-American man, perhaps maybe only a few years older then either of them. From the stance and the white uniform with a V-shaped neck, Shannon deduced that he was a tae kwon do practitioner. He had a slightly more pronounced limp, and that made her guess that Johnny had struck a decent blow to his legs.
	Shannon decided to add her own voice to the hundreds cheering her friend on.
	“You can do it, Johnny!” she cried. “”Take ‘im down!”
	If he heard her, he made no sign of it; when he was in a fight, he was totally engaged and the outside world ceased to exist. That was the way he was, and Shannon admired him for it, though his stoicness got to be irritating sometimes.
	Jian-Hwa Pai was probably Shannon’s best friend. The Chinese youth hailed from Chinatown, located on Olympus’ lower east side, in Southtown. The two of them had met perhaps five years back, when Tom had taken her to see a kung fu tournament nearby. She hadn’t competed of course, but Jian-Hwa had participated in the juveniles division. He didn’t win, but he did give a spectacular showing, and both Tom and Shannon had been impressed.
	As it turned out, Tom was good friends with the Pai family, and had attended the tournament that day just to see Jian-Hwa perform. Afterwards, both of them went to the Lucky Dragon, a restaurant owned and operated by the Pai family. At dinner, Shannon had been seated next to Jian-Hwa where she had struck up a conversation with the normally quiet youth, and the two became fast friends. Nowadays, they did most everything together, so it was no surprise to anyone that he decided to enter the Street Fighter tournament along with her.
	She would never admit it, but she felt more confident, somehow, that Johnny was with her in this whole deal. And she wondered if Tom hadn’t counted on just that, and had asked her best friend to keep an eye on her. She didn’t know whether to thank Tom or be pissed off at him, quite frankly. She understood his protective attitudes concerning her, as he had been her legal guardian ever since their parents died in a car crash over a decade ago. Even so, she wanted to show him that she was capable of taking care of herself.
	Another roar from the surrounding spectators jarred Shannon out of her idle musings, and she knew that the fight was in full swing. 
	She watched as Johnny deftly evaded one of his opponent’s high arcing kicks and came back with a barrage of punches, almost too fast to be seen by the human eye. Some of them were blocked, but some of them weren’t: a palm strike sent the tae kwon do stylist stumbling back, and Johnny closed in for the kill.
	Even before the rest of the crowd could tell, Shannon knew exactly what was going to happen next: Johnny was readying one of his most effective techniques: the Dragon Drop. That was her name for it, anyway.
	He broke into a short run at his disoriented opponent and took hold of the front of his dobok, the tunic most tae kwon do stylists wore. He then used the purchase to fling himself up and over him and did a quick half-spin in midair. Then, on his descent, fell forward and used his momentum to slam a foot into the back of his opponent’s head.
	The other fighter’s eyes went blank and he hit the mat, out cold.
	After a moment, the referee shouted into the mike: “The winner.......Johnny Yin Yang!”
	The crowd went wild. But none cheered more loudly than Shannon.

	“That was friggin’ awesome!” said Shannon a while later, after Johnny had left the stage and the crowd had dispersed. The matches were over for the day, and the two teens were walking through the empty stadium.
	“Did we not kick major booty?!” Shannon said as she threw an arm around him.
	Johnny grunted. “Mind the shoulder.” 
	“Oops. Sorry.” Shannon apologized. “Anyway, do you know what this means?!”
	“And just what would that be?” 
	She grinned. “We’re in.”
	“In.” Johnny replied with a raised eyebrow.
	“Yeah, Johnny, in! The Street Fighter tournament circuit! After a year of hard work and struggle, our dreams have finally come true!”
	“That would be, “your dream.” Johnny corrected her. “I simply participated for the experience.”
	“Aw, Johnny, pry the stick loose, would you?” Shannon sighed. “C’mon: you gonna tell me that you weren’t enjoying yourself the slightest bit out there in front of your new adoring fans?”
	A sheepish shrug and silence was all the answer Shannon needed.
	“I’d have to admit to a ......modicum of exhilaration, yes.” he conceded. “But, I think my moment in the spotlight is over, as the trappings of everyday life beckon. Or have you forgotten, Shannon, that we’re still teenagers? Teenagers with lives that include school, work, and numerous other responsibilities outside of a fighting ring?”
	Shannon rolled her eyes. “Jeez, you just gotta take the fun out of everything, don’t you? Johnny, think of the possibilities! From here on in, we are on the fast track to the top. We-“
Then they noticed they weren’t alone. Six men were suddenly blocking their path, clad in dark blue trench coats and fedoras. The one in the lead was different; he wore no hat, and he had a long, wild-looking mane of brown hair that seemed to fall down his back. His eyes were a cold blue with black markings over each.
	Brother, thought Shannon. Could these jokers be saying “don’t notice little old us” any more?
	“Can we help you?” Johnny said, already tensing.
	“Perhaps we can help you.” said the leader. His voice was eerie; low and resonant, but nevertheless a monotone with an accent that made him sound like a bad Schwarzenegger clone.  “You made a most impressive showing today, young ones.”
“Yeah, well, we try.” Shannon said, slowly inching a little closer to Johnny.
             “Who are you?” Johnny said, lowering his sports bag to the ground.
“We represent an organization that seeks out young athletes such as yourselves and to offer them our services.”
“What organization would that be?”
“Perhaps you have heard of Shadoloo?”
Shannon and Johnny looked at each other. “No, can’t say as we have.” she answered.
If that put Long Hair off, it didn’t show. “We can ensure that your progress on this fighting circuit willbe nothing less than glorious.....in exchange for a few......services.”
“And just what do these services entail?” Johnny said.
“Oh, a wide variety of things.” Long Hair said, in a way that Shannon didn’t like one bit.
“Thanks, but no thanks.” she said. “We’re just starting out, and we really don’t have any need or time for this. C’mon Johnny.”
They turned to leave...... and found themselves blocked by one of Long Hair’s companions.
“You will come with us.”
	“Um....... that’d be a ‘no’.” Shannon said, dropping her duffel bag.
	Two more words were spoken before the battle, from Long Hair: “Take them.”
	The five converged on them, menace in their dead eyes as their leader drew back.
	Immediately, Shannon and Johnny stepped up against each other. Back to back; that was the way they’d been taught to deal with multiple opponents.
	One swung an hook at her. Shannon wove under it and responded with a back fist to his jaw. She retracted her arm in time to narrowly dodge a high spinning kick aimed at her head from another trench coated goon. She dropped to one knee and kicked his legs out from under him.
	Johnny didn’t even let his own opponent get in a shot; he fired a kick to his gut and head, connecting both times and dropping the punk with a spinning backfist. The second goon struck with a solid kick to his midsection, but Johnny sucked it up and retaliated with a palm strike to the jaw.
	Shannon fought off the fifth attacker with a flurry of  punches and threw a hooking kick across his face. As he collapsed, she felt a dull thud behind her and she whirled to see that Johnny had dropped the one she had tripped earlier. A glance was all the thanks he needed; there was one last punk that needed pounding.
	She turned to where Long Hair was watching the entire scene....
	.....and was nearly blinded by the crimson radiance emanating from his being.
	“A pity that you young ones decided to decline our benefactor’s gracious offer.” he said calmly. “A pity.....for you.”
	He thrust forth his hands and they exploded with power. Johnny and Shannon stared in disbelief as the fallen forms of their recent opponents rose from where they had fallen, eyes now burning with that same red light. 
	“What the-aaaaugggghhh!!“ was all Johnny got out until a bolt of red energy slammed into his back, sending him to the ground. 
	“Johnny!” Shannon cried, just before a crushing blow to the jaw knocked her to the side. One goon had already risen and his fellows weren’t far behind. The unholy light burned in their eyes as they began to advance on her..
	“Make sure not to leave a trace.” she could hear Long Hair command them.
	Bad news.... Shannon thought with grim despair as the world swam.
	Suddenly, her assailants stopped in their tracks. A new type of light, the color of emerald, engulfed around their bodies, and they began to thrash and scream as if on fire.
	“What the devil-ahhhhh!!” screamed Long Hair, as a blast of green fire burned him. He was sent down to all fours.
	As Shannon slowly got to her knees and regained her senses, she saw that the situation had changed. And it was one crazy scene.
The five goons were doing an interesting candle impression as they began to melt. Flesh ran down their faces and screams of agony issued from their bubbling, disintegrating lips. Then with a flash, each of them vaporized, leaving nothing behind but a charred mark on the floor.
Long Hair was a different story; the light show he’d been putting on earlier had intensified, as he did what could be considered battle with an interloper.
The interloper in question was a woman, who was flaring with a blazing green luminescence. Her face was a stoic look of calm, whereas her opponent’s face was twisted with strain and fury.
The energies of the two combatants danced and surged, raging against each other and bathing the arena in light as they did so. For the moment, Shannon was nearly mesmerized by the fantastic exhibition, and she could feel the raw power being dispersed.
Then Johnny groaned, and she shook off her preoccupation. She quickly crawled to where he lay. 
With a final thrust of her hand, the woman let loose a finishing burst, and Long Hair collapsed.
Breath hissing from his lungs, he looked with unbridled hatred at his better. “Who are you?”
The woman tsked. “Your memory fails you, Struecker.” She said in a voice that echoed in Shannon’s ears. “I did not think you would forget me, so soon after our last battle.”
A slight hint of a grin played at the woman’s lips. “I bested you then, as well.”
Struecker’s face contorted into a mask of horror, rage, and shock. “You......”
“Yes, Hans von Struecker.” the woman nodded. “Surely, you and your dark mistress did not think me dead? Certainly, it has been a while, but my kind are long-lived.”
Struecker scrabbled backwards, trying to get to his feet. His enemy regarded Shannon and Johnny with a wave of her hand.
“In any event,” she continued. “these two are under my protection, as are all of the unsuspecting prey you and your puppet-masters have marked. Begone.....”
With that, she raised a hand and clenched it, emerald fire blazing from within. She fixed a withering stare at the defeated man before her.
“.......or shall we duel again?”
Struecker shook his head and sneered. “No......” he spat. “No, I don’t fight spirits. I don’t fight ghosts!”
The woman snorted. “Such limited understanding. I prefer the term Darkstalker. Begone, Hans von Struecker. And tell the Matriarch that the Time of Reckoning has come.”
With a snarl of finality, Struecker waved his hand and with a flash of scarlet, vanished.
As he disappeared, so did the green flare that surrounded the woman. After it had done so completely, Shannon was able to get a clear view of their rescuer.
 She was dressed oddly, with a high necked maroon topcoat over a cream colored, frilly-sleeved blouse. Around her shoulders was a yellow silken scarf. Her outfit reminded Shannon of pictures she had seen in history book about the Victorian era, with a few exceptions: her hair was a curious shade of lavender, tied into three long flowing sections but also fell in curly locks across her forehead. 
With a cluck of her tongue, The Lady in Red began to smooth out the wrinkles in her black skirt.
“What a load of bother.” she sighed. Then she turned, and with a feline grace approached them, her shiny, black high-heeled boots clicking as she did so.
“Are you two quite all right?” she asked, voice now much more soft than when she had faced Struecker. It was an odd accent she spoke with, seeming to suggest most of Europe -French, Spanish, etc.- with a hint of something Shannon couldn’t quite place.
Before she could respond, Johnny groaned again.
“Johnny?” Shannon said, a little worried. She put a hand to his forehead, and gasped. His skin was clammy, and his color wrong.
“Ah,” said the Lady in Red, as she bent down to examine the injured youngster. As she knelt near her, Shannon got a closer look at the scarf she wore. She could see a shimmer of green that seemed woven into the cloth itself given the whole garment an ethereal emerald glow. 
“Rather painful, that.” the Lady in Red said. “Well, that’s easily remedied. Young lady, remove your friend’s shirt, please.”
“Er.....” Shannon began.
The Lady in Red smiled warmly at her. “Worry not, I only wish to help. The shirt, please.”
Something about her tone convinced Shannon that the threat was over. She complied and pulled the black shirt Johnny was wearing off.
His back was an ugly mess of bruised flesh and welts. Shannon laid him on his stomach so as not to aggravate the wound.
The woman began to reach out a hand to touch Johnny’s back. But when she began to glow with green light, Shannon began to protest.
“Please believe me, this is the best way to heal this young man,” she reassured her.
After a second of hesitation, Shannon nodded, and the Lady in Red touched her palm to Johnny’s back.
There was a flash of emerald, and Johnny grunted. But when the light died down, his back was clear of the bruises, and his color returned.
“He should be fine in a few minutes.” the Lady in Red said, smiling. 
Then, she noticed the swelling along Shannon’s jaw. The result of a sucker punch from one of Struecker’s flunkies.
“You are injured too.” the Lady in Red said. “I could-“	
	“In a minute.” Shannon interrupted, holding up a hand. “I’m sorry, this is all a little too......too weird for me.”
“Yes.” The Lady in Red smirked. “I suppose it must be.”
“Okay, first off: What……were those…those things?”
	“Those ‘things’ are called the Cadre.” The Lady in Red said, matter-of-factly.
“The Cadre.” Shannon repeated. “ Uh-huh. And you would know them how, exactly?”
 “I’ve had dealings with those monsters before.” she said, half in statement, half in explanation. “Them, and that upstart Struecker.”
	“Okay.......” Shannon said. “Then, who the heck are YOU?”
	The Lady in Red hesitated for a moment, studying the faces of Shannon Sparks and her stirring friend, Johnny Yin Yang.
	“My name is Rose,” was the reply. “and there is much you new warriors need to know.”

The End of The Beginning

In the realm of the Street Fighters, much has changed.
	In the last tournament, the man known as Bison, the merciless head of the organization known as Shadoloo used every last bit of his terrible power to defeat Ryu, a modern warrior. Ryu, who had been trained by the great Gouken, and had journeyed across the globe fighting friend and foe alike to make his way to Bison and challenge him.
	Many a mighty blow was traded as the battle raged on, but both knew that one would eventually fall to the might of the other. And in the end, one fell indeed.
	Ryu was victorious, as Bison had finally met his equal..... or  perhaps even his better.
	After imprisoned by the United Nations as a World Threat, Bison’s shame and defeat made the fires of vengeance and rage burn ever hotter and brighter within him. From his prison cell, he began to put together a new plan, one that would not only return him to power in Shadoloo, but crush his enemies as well.
	He put this plan into action upon being broken out of jail by his subordinates. He reassumed control over Shadoloo after he had deposed the one who had usurped his throne during his imprisonment. And now, he has decided to waste no time in crushing every possible threat to him that exists.
	Ryu, he who defeated Bison, has mysteriously disappeared. No one knows what has become of him, but there are rumors: some say that he has gone off on a spiritual journey. Some say that he trains alone on a mountaintop, far away.
	Some say that Bison has already wrought his vengeance upon him, and that the rest of the World Warriors are next.
	But they do not stand alone. Many of the world’s fighters, newcomers and veterans alike, are joining forces to bring down Shadoloo and Bison once and for all. From all walks of life these new warriors emerge, making the stand to combat evil. Due to this, Shadoloo has been forced to redouble its efforts and breed its own fighters.
	And now, the stage has been set for legends to be made and heroes to be born. 
	Will you join them?
	Will you become one of these New Legends?

Complete Player Styles

* denotes player-designed or player-modified style

Aikido (Japanese. Defensive blocking/locking/ throwing art.)
Arnis/ Kali/ Escrima* (Filipino weapon art using single sticks, double sticks, and daggers.)

Bando* (Burmese fighting style. Grabs and kicks. Akin to Muay Thai.)
Baraqah (Middle Eastern/North African fighting style apparently based off the whirling dervishes. Many Focus maneuvers.)
Brawling* (Basic street fighting. Limited to Common Techniques. Counts as a 6-point Flaw.)
Bojutsu* (Japanese staff fighting. Techniques are also used for any type of Staff Fighting.)
Boxing (The “Sweet Science”. No beginning kicks. All basic kicks must be learned as separate Maneuvers.)
Brazilian Jujutsu* (Modified, “street-style” variation of Jujutsu. Grappling-intensive.)
Bushin* (Variation of Ninjutsu. Lots of dashing maneuvers.)

Capoeira (Brazilian martial art/dance. Very acrobatic, with lots of kicks.)
Chulakua (Native American fighting art. See Wrestling, Native American.)

Escrima (See Arnis)

Glimae* (Icelandic wrestling. Some Focus maneuvers.)

Hapkido* (Korean hard/soft style focusing on kicks.)
Hwarang-Do* (Korean martial art of precision striking. Warrior predecessor to Tae Kwon Do)

Jeet Kune Do (Well-balanced hybrid style invented by Bruce Lee. Interception-oriented.)
Judo* (Japanese grappling/throwing art.)
Jujutsu* (AKA Jiu Jitsu. Japanese grappling/breaking art. Brutal.)
	
Kabaddi (Mystically based Indian grappling.)
Kalaripayit* (More combat-oriented art from India.)
Kali (See Arnis.)
Karate
Kenjutsu* (Japanese art of the sword.)
Kenpo* (Okinawan translation of Kung Fu.)
Kickboxing (Westernized version of Muay Thai.)
Kobujutsu* (Japanese weapons-based art. Complimentary style to Karate.)
Krabi-Krabong* (Thai weapons art. Complimentary style to Muay Thai.)
Krav Maga* (Israeli fighting style. Grappling-oriented.)
Kung Fu

Lua (Polynesian “bone breaking”. Internally-oriented grappling art.)

Maculele* (Weapons art complimentary to Capoeira)
Majestic Crow Kung Fu (Fictional Style.)
Muay Thai (Thai kickboxing. Shin kicks and joint strikes.)

Ninjutsu (AKA Taijutsu. The fighting art of the Ninja.)

Panantukan* (Filipino kickboxing. Defense oriented.)
Pankration* (Greek fighting style. Well balanced, with an emphasis on grappling.)

Reconquista* ( European fighting style taken from the Moors. Unsure whether or not this is an actual art form. Allegedly the precursor of Baraqah, and similar to Spanish Ninjutsu.)

Sanbo (Russian wrestling. Brutal.)
Savate (French kick fighting. Quick.)
Silat (Indonesian fighting art.)
Special Forces (Military hybrid fighting style.)
Sumo
Swordfighting* (European. Fencing advanced to a higher combat form.)

Tae Kwon Do*
Tai Chi Chuan (Soft Chinese style, internally based, with a good range of grapples.)
Taijutsu (See Ninjutsu.)
Thaing* (See Bando.)

Wrestling*
	Cornish* (AKA Corno-Breton Wrestling.)
	Greco Roman*
	Native American (AKA Chulakua)
	
Wu Shu (Acrobatic Chinese fighting style.)

Player Styles with Limited Availability

These styles are not to be used by players without consent of the Storyteller.

Dark Shotokan* (A corrupted version of Ken and Ryu’s style. Used by Akuma.)

French Ninjutsu* (No, this is not a joke. Fictional style.)

Ler Drit (Militarized version of Muay Thai.)

Spanish Ninjutsu (Fictional style used by Vega.)

Teng-Jutsu* (Fictional fighting style based off the tengu, the Japanese crow-demons of legend.)
Thugee* (Ancient art of the Indian cult of assassins.) 
Tien-Hsueh* (The art of pressure point manipulation designed specifically for killing.)
Triad Assassin* (Not an actual hand-to-hand art, but rather the tactics used by the gun-toting killers of the Triads, or Chinese Mafia.)

Available Soon

These styles are being researched at the moment and will be made available ASAP.)

Dumog* (Filipino wrestling.)
Kuk Sool Won* (Korean Fighting Style.)
Sebakkha* (“Crocodile Spirit.” Egyptian fighting style.)
Shuai Chiao* (Chinese grappling/ striking art.)
Shootfighting* (American hybrid art. Details are sketchy.)

New Styles

	“What’s your style?”
“It’s my own style; I’m a street fighter.”
	--Bloodsport 2, The Next Kumite

Brazilian Jujutsu
	Brazilian Jujutsu is a punishing art based off of the original art of Jujutsu. Its trademarks are a variety of painful and damaging grabs, holds, and throws.
	A previously obscure martial art, it has gained popularity in recent years by the Gracie family of Brazil, as well as exposure on the underground fighting circuits. What it lacks in finesse and precision, it more than makes up for in strength and power.
	Schools: Brazilian Jujutsu is become more widely available in recent years.
	Members:. Anybody can join a school, but practitioners of this particular style tend to lean more towards large, muscular men.
	Concepts: Professional fighter, bouncer, self-defense instructor.
	Initial Chi: 1
	Initial Willpower: 6
	Quote: “Let’s rumble.”
Maneuvers: 
	Punch: Ear Pop 2, Head Butt 1, Banishing Punch 3, 
	Kick: Wounded Knee 2, 
	Block: Deflecting Punch 1, 
	Grab: Air Throw 1, Back Breaker 2, Bear Hug 1, Brain Cracker 1, Grappling Defense 3, Head Bite 2, Iron Claw 4, Neck Choke 1, Stomach Pump 3, Thigh Press 2, Joint Break 3, Joint Lock 2, Disengage 2, Dislocate Limb 3, Sleeper 3, Spinning Neck Lock 2, Face Drive 1, Fish Hook 1, Head Butt Hold 2, Eye Rake 1, Pin 2, Improved Pin 2, Leg Scoop 1
	Athletics: Air Smash 1, 
	Focus: Common maneuvers.

French Ninjutsu (Limited Availability)
	Much like the Spaniards, the French have recently taken interest in the Japanese art of Ninjutsu. The Marquis Maurice du Slade has begun to train his own brigade of French Ninja.
	French Ninjutsu is much like Spanish Ninjutsu in that it combines traditional European fencing with Japanese techniques. Also much like Spanish Ninjutsu, it has also yet to gain any sort of respect in the fighting world.
	Schools: The Marquis’ Academie du Ninjutsu Francais is currently the only place to learn this highly unorthodox art.
	Members: Bored French nobility.
	Concepts: French assassins. 
	Initial Chi: 2
	Initial Willpower: 5
	Quote: “Taste the steely kiss of my blade, you swine!”
Maneuvers: 
	Punch: Common Maneuvers
	Kick: Heel Stamp 2, Backflip Kick 2, Stepping Front Kick 4
	Block: Common Maneuvers
	Grab: Disengage 2, Back Roll Throw 1, 
	Athletics: Esquives 2, Butterfly Cartwheel 2, Displacement 3, Drunken Monkey Roll 2, Wall Spring 1
	Focus: Common Maneuvers
	Weapons: Dazing Blow 2, Riposte 1, Bloody Slash 1, Fleche 1, Iaido 3, Mark of [Your Name Here] 1

Kenpo
	This is a Japanese-modified version of Chinese Kung Fu. A Shaolin Monk traveling to the island of Okinawa taught the natives his form of Kung Fu.
	Kenpo combines Chinese and Japanese disciplines, training a fighter to strike at his op-ponent’s most vulnerable areas.
	Schools: Kenpo is gaining more and more popularity around the globe. Schools can be found most anywhere.
	Members: Nowadays, anyone looking for a good, well-rounded martial art can learn this style.
	Concepts: Athlete, fighter, kid who got beat up in school.
	Initial Chi: 4
	Initial Willpower: 3
	Quote: “Go ahead. Get angry. Give me the opening I need.”
Maneuvers: 
	Punch: Rekka Ken 4, Dragon Punch 5, Art of Breaking 2, Leopard Paw 3, Monkey Grab Punch 1, Shikan-Ken 4,
	Kick: Ax Kick 4, Falling Ax Kick 2, Heel Stamp 2, Reverse Frontal Kick 2, Baby Scorpion Kick 2, Crack Shot 3, Double Wheel Kick 3, Flurry Kick 2, Lightning Leg 4, Silhouette Kick 4, Spiral Kick 4, Forward Somersault Kick 2
	Block: Maka Wara 3, San He 3, 
	Grab: Headlock Kicks 2, Barrel Roll Throw 2
	Athletics: Butterfly Cartwheel 4
	Focus: Absorb Chi 4, Breaking Point 4, Dissipate 4, Stunning Shout 2, Fireball 3, Flying Fireball 2, Form Weapon 5, Improved Fireball 4

Krav Maga
	Krav Maga is an Israeli fighting art officially developed in 1948 by Imi Lichtenfeld. A Czech Jew having fought Nazis in his time, Imi developed Krav Maga after studying different styles and trying to eliminate the inadequacies found in each.
	Krav Maga can be compared to Jujutsu, as it incorporates close-in techniques, locks and throws, as well as precision strikes. A well-balanced form, it provides counterattacks to both empty-hand and armed opponents. At present, this is the style used by the Israeli military.
	Schools: Krav Maga is gaining popularity, but is still relatively unknown to the fighting community. The military and law-enforcement agencies are currently the institutions that use it the most.
	Members: Previously available only to the Israeli military, Krav Maga is now available in both America and Europe as a sport as well as a combat art. It is taught predominantly as a form of self-defense to law enforcers and civilians alike.
	Concepts: Military man, police officer, freedom fighter, terrorist.
	Initial Chi: 2
	Initial Willpower: 5
	Quote: “Go ahead: take your best shot.”
Maneuvers: 
	Punch: Ear Pop 2, Head Butt 1, Banishing Punch 3, Atemi Strike 2, Disarm 1, Sonic Fist 3, Spinning Backfist 1
	Kick: Wounded Knee 2, Sobat 1, Flying Knee Thrust 1, Slide Kick 2
	Block: Deflecting Punch 1, Counterstrike 2, Destructive Block 2
	Grab: Brain Cracker 1, Grappling Defense 3, Iron Claw 4, Neck Choke 1, Joint Break 3, Joint Lock 2, Disengage 2, Dislocate Limb 3, Sleeper 3, Choke Throw 1, Eye Rake 1, Barrel Roll Throw 2
	Athletics: Air Smash 1, Breakfall 1
	Focus: Sonic Boom 3

Panantukan
	Panantukan is a form of Filipino kickboxing. It is an interceptive art, one which possesses some techniques Bruce Lee incorporated into Jeet Kune Do. Panantukan focuses on “limb destruction”, using blocking techniques to damage an opponent’s attacking limb.
	Schools: At present, Panantukan is one of the lesser known martial arts in the world, but many Arnis/Kali/Escrima schools teach it.
	Members: Anyone can learn Panantukan, although its limited availability requires a steadfast fighter to seek it out.
	Concepts: Athlete, competitor, Filipino martial arts enthusiast.
	Initial Chi: 2
	Initial Willpower: 5
	Quote: “For every action.....”
Maneuvers: 
	Punch: Hyper Fist 4, Spinning Backfist 1, 
	Kick: Foot Sweep 1, Flying Knee Thrust 1, Knee Strike 1, Stepping Front Kick 3. Ax Kick 2, Falling Ax Kick 3, Heel Stamp 2, Rising Jaguar 5
	Block: Wooden Dummy 2, Deflecting Punch 1, Maka Wara 3, Counterstrike 2, Destructive Block 2
	Grab: Knee Basher 2, Brain Cracker 1
	Athletics: Esquives 4, Displacement 3
	Focus: Common maneuvers.

Makulele
	As Kobujutsu compliments Karate, and Krabi Krabong compliments Muay Thai as weapons arts, so does Makulele compliment Capoeira. But rather than a separate art, Makulele incorporates the use of weapons such as the bowie knife and double sticks into regular Capoeira play. Makulele can be learned by Capoeira stylists at no additional cost.
Prerequisites: At least two dots in Weapons Technique and Weapons Proficiency in Knives, Clubs, or Blunt Weapons
Maneuvers: 
	Athletics: Tumbling Attack 1
	Weapons: Dazing Blow 1, Double Strike 3, Riposte 1

New Maneuvers 

	“Pass with your best violence”.
	--Hamlet

	“What’s this? Do you dare taste Fujisawa’s fist of justice again?”
	--Mr. Fujisawa, El-Hazard

Common Maneuvers
Punch: Lunging Headbutt 2, Flying Thrust Punch 2
Kick: Baby Scorpion Kick 3, Butterfly Kick 3, Crack Shot 5, Forward Somersault Kick 3, Sobat 2, Spiral Kick 5
Block: Wooden Dummy 3, Counterstrike 3, Destructive Block 3
Grab: Face Drive 3, Fish Hook 2, Headlock 1, Spinning Neck Lock 3
Athletics: Back Barrel Roll 2, Butterfly Cartwheel 5, Flamingo Stance 4, Kick-Up 1, Spinning Kippup 2

Punch

Flying Thrust Punch (Monkey Grabs the Butterfly)
	Prerequisites: Punch 1, Jump
	Power Points: Kung Fu, Wu Shu 1; Any 2
	System: Use the modifiers below. Any fighter who performs this is Knocked Down.
	Cost: None.
	Speed: +0
	Damage: +2
	Move: -2

Lunging Headbutt (Cabecada)
	Prerequisites: Punch 2, Athletics 1, Head Butt
	Power Points: Capoeira 1, any 2
	This is basically a Head Butt performed while the fighter quickly rushes a step forward, adding his momentum to the force of the blow.
	System: Use the modifiers below.
	Cost: None
	Speed: -1
	Damage: +4
	Move: +1

Sonic Fist
	Prerequisites: 
	Power Points: Special Forces, Boxing, Pankration, Krav Maga 3
	A newer technique developed by Guile. A sort of middle ground halfway between a normal punch and a Sonic Boom. The fighter’s fist actually breaks the sound barrier as it rushes toward its opponent.
	System: Use the modifiers below.
	Cost: 1 Willpower, 1 Chi
	Speed: -2
	Damage: +4
	Move: +0

Strike of the Serpent
	Prerequisites: Punch 2
	Power Points: Kung Fu, Ninjutsu, Tai Chi, Silat, Kabaddi, Kalaripayit, Hwarang-Do 2
	With the speed of a lunging cobra, a fighter strikes twice, one punch after another.
	System: Fighter rolls to hit for two punches, one after the other. If the first strike hits, then the second automatically hits. Roll two damage tests using the modifiers below.
	Cost: None.
	Speed: +2
	Damage: -2
	Move: +0

Kick

Baby Scorpion Kick
	Prerequisites: Kick 2, Athletics 1
	Power Points: Kung Fu, Tae Kwon Do, Wu Shu 1; Kenpo, Hwarang-Do 2, Any 3
	This is a “discouraging” technique used on opponents coming from behind. The fighter leans forward, bringing up a heel in an upward kick. This can be used on any point of the body, but is usually targeted on the groin.
	System: Used on the groin, this results in an automatic stun. Damage, in this situation, that normally results in a Dizzy instead can remove an opponent from battle altogether. Otherwise, normal damage is incurred. 
	Cost: Two Honor points when used on the groin. But only in tournaments.
	Speed: +2
	Damage: -4
	Move: 1

Barrel Roll Kick
	Prerequisites: Kick 4, Athletics 5, 
	Power Points: Bushin, Capoeira 4; Kung Fu, Wu Shu 5
	In a visually incredible maneuver, the fighter spins forward off the ground in a nearly horizontal, parallel position, and lashes out with a kick.
	System: The fighter makes an extra roll to modify the damage done. He may make an Strength+Athletics roll, using any successes to add to his Damage roll. This is an Aerial Maneuver that can be used to dodge projectiles.
	Cost: 2 Willpower
	Speed: -2
	Damage: +0
	Move: Equal to Strength+Athletics

Butterfly Kick
	Prerequisites: Kick 2, Butterfly Cartwheel.
	Power Points: Capoeira, Majestic Crow, Kung Fu, Wu Shu 1; Any 3
	System: Fighter does Butterfly Cartwheel, but then rolls damage twice using the modifiers below.
	Cost: 1 Willpower
	Speed: Same as Butterfly Cartwheel
	Damage: -2
	Move: Same as Butterfly Cartwheel

Crack Shot
	Prerequisites: Kick 3, Athletics 2
	Power Points: Capoeira, Karate, Kenpo, Kung Fu, Jeet Kune Do, Majestic Crow, Muay Thai, Tae Kwon Do 3; Western Kickboxing, Hapkido 4, any 5
	The fighter spins forward to the ground but lashes out with a foot on his way down, catching his opponent in the head.
	System: If the Crack Shot is successful, the opponent is automatically Knocked Down and the fighter automatically rolls to his feet. If unsuccessful, then the fighter suffers a Knockdown. This will not dodge projectiles.
	Cost: 1 Willpower
	Speed: -2
	Damage: +4
	Move: 2

Coup de Pied D’Arc Un Ciel (Rainbow Kick)
	Prerequisites: Kick 3, Athletics 3, Double-Hit Kick, Jump
	Power Points: Savate 2
	This is a specialized version of the Rising Bird Kick, now able to be used by savateurs. The fighter springs feet first into the air, attacking with three kicks. This is the trademark technique of savate du Fontaine.
	System: This is an Aerial Maneuver. Make three damage tests using the modifiers below.
	Cost: None.
	Speed: -1
	Damage: -2
	Move: -1

Double Wheel Kick
	Prerequisites: Kick 2, Athletics 2
	Power Points: Bushin, Capoeira, Karate, Kenpo, Kung Fu, Ninjutsu, Savate, Special Forces, Tae Kwon Do, Western Kickboxing, Wu Shu 3
	The fighter spins into the air, striking his opponent once with each foot.
	System: Fighter makes two damage tests, using the modifiers below.
	Cost: None
	Speed: -1
	Damage: +0, -1
	Move: -2

Falling Ax Kick 
	Prerequisites: Ax Kick, Athletics 2
	Power Points: Capoeira, Kenpo, Savate, Tae Kwon Do, Wu Shu 2; Kung Fu, Panantukan 3
	A fighter leaps into the air, flipping forward and adding his momentum to a powerful kick.
	System: This is an Aerial Maneuver
	Cost: 1 Willpower
	Speed: -2
	Damage: +6
	Move: +1

Forward Somersault Kick (Choreppadan)
	Prerequisites: Kick 2, Athletics 2
	Power Points: Bushin, Capoeira, Kenpo, Ninjutsu, Special Forces, Wu Shu 2, any 3
	A fighter runs forward, throws himself into a somersault and then pushes off with his hands, using his momentum to deliver a kick with both feet.
	System: Use the modifiers below.
	Cost: None
	Speed: -2
	Damage: +3
	Move: +2

Scorpion Kick
	Prerequisites: Kick 1, Athletics 1
	Power Points: Kung Fu, Wu Shu 3; Tae Kwon Do 4
	The fighter leans forward, he brings a foot up from the other side and down onto an opponent’s head.
	System: Use the modifiers below.
	Cost: None
	Speed: -3
	Damage: +2
	Move: One

Silhouette Kick
	Prerequisites: Kick 4, Focus 3
	Power Points: Bushin, Ninjutsu 3; Kenpo, Kung Fu, Tae Kwon Do 4
	Tapping into the arcane secrets of the shadows, a fighter lashes out with a kick as he glides swiftly and silently across the ground.
	System: Silhouette Kick can only be dodged with a +2 difficulty. It passes through blocks. Silhouette Kick counts as both a Kick and Focus Manuever.
	Cost: 1 Chi
	Speed: +4
	Damage: +0
	Move: +0

Sobat
	Prerequisites: Kick 1
	Power Points: Karate, Kickboxing, Krav Maga, Special Forces, Tae Kwon Do 1; any 2
	This is simply a thrusting kick done as the fighter springs a step forward.
	System: Use the modifiers below.
	Cost: None.
	Speed: +2
	Damage: +0
	Move: -4

Spiral Kick
	Prerequisites: Kick 4, Athletics 2
	Power Points: Bushin, Capoeira, Ninjutsu, Savate, Tae Kwon Do, Western Kickboxing, Wu Shu 3; Karate, Kenpo, Kung Fu 4, Any 5
	This attack is, quite simply, a triple spinning kick.
	System: Make three damage tests with the modifiers below.
	Cost: 1 Willpower
	Speed: +3, +2, +1
	Damage: -2. -3. -4
	Move: + 3

Trap Kick
	Prerequisites: Backflip Kick, Grab 1
	Power Points: Bushin, Capoeira, Hwarang-Do, Jeet Kune Do, Kung Fu, Ninjutsu, Special Forces, Wu Shu 2
	A Trap Kick entails a fighter actually leaping up onto the chest of the opponent, and then using a kick to the head to propel him or herself away.
	System: The same as a Backflip Kick, except that a Trap Kick allows a fighter to move towards an opponent.
	Cost: None
	Speed: +1
	Damage: -1
	Move: Two (Backwards)

Block

Counterstrike
	Prerequisites: Block 1, Focus 2
	Power Points: Boxing, Jeet Kune Do, Krav Maga, Muay Thai, Panantukan, Western Kickboxing 2, any 3
	This technique is one possessed only by the truly mighty. After receiving an attack, the fighter then catches his opponent off guard with a strike of his own.
	System: To use Counterstrike, a fighter must take an attack without blocking. If the fighter is not Dizzied or Knocked Down, then he may make an attack that is considered Unblockable.
	Cost: 1 Willpower
	Speed: See above.
	Damage: See above.
	Move: See above.

Destructive Block
	Prerequisites: Block 3
	Power Points: Aikido, Arnis/Kali/Escrima, Bando, Brazilian Jujutsu, Hwarang-Do, Jeet Kune Do, Judo, Karate, Jujutsu, Majestic Crow, Muay Thai, Kalaripayit, Kenpo, Krav Maga, Kung Fu, Panantukan, Special Forces, Tai Chi 2; Any 3
	Intercepting an opponent’s strike, a fighter blocks with enough strength to cause his opponent damage, usually to the limb making the attack.
	System: If a character blocks with this technique, then any successes above the amount of damage soaked is dealt as damage to the attacking character. Example: Vega attacks Chun Li causing three damage. Chun Li plays a Destructive Block and gets five successes on her Strength+Block roll. Consequently, she deals two damage to Vega.
	Cost: None
	Speed: See above.
	Damage: See above
	Move: None.

Wooden Dummy
	Prerequisites: Block 4, Deflecting Punch
	Power Points: Kung Fu, Tai Chi, Aikido, Arnis/Kali/Escrima, Hapkido, Panantukan, Jeet Kune Do 2, Any 3
	Derived from Wing Chun, the Wooden Dummy technique allows a fighter to block an opponent’s strike and then retaliate with a flurry of blows.
	System: After successfully Blocking, the fighter makes a Perception+Wits roll against his opponent. If the fighter fails the roll, then no damage is traded. If the fighter succeeds, however, then he lands a number of physical attacks equal to how many more successes he had than his opponent.
	Example: Zangief attempts to Fierce Punch Fei Long. Fei Long decides to counter with a Wooden Dummy. After succeeding with a basic Block, both he and Zangief roll Perception+Wits.
Fei Long rolls six successes, Zangief rolls four, meaning that Fei Long scores two strikes, rolling Strength+ either Punch or Kick twice to determine damage. Damage is calculated in the usual manner.
	Cost: None.
	Speed: See above.
	Damage: See above.
	Move: None

Grab/Throw

Barrel Roll Throw
	Prerequisites: Back Roll, Throw
	Power Points: Aikido, Capoeira, Brazilian Jujutsu, Bushin, Jeet Kune Do, Judo, Jujutsu, Kenpo, Krav Maga, Kung Fu, Native American Wrestling 2, any 3
	In a stunningly fluid motion, a fighter rolls around an opponent and takes hold of him/her. He then proceeds to use the momentum of the spin to throw his opponent.
	System: Fighter must succeed in accomplishing both a Back Roll and a Grab. He can then throw his opponent a number of hexes equal to his strength -1.
	Cost: None
	Speed: See above.
	Damage: +4
	Move: See above.

Dragon Drop
	Prerequisites: Grab 3, Athletics 2, Kick 1
	Power Points: Bushin, Kung Fu, Jeet Kune Do 3
	In a seemingly impossible chain of movement, the fighters grabs hold of his opponent and flings himself up and over him, doing a 180 degree turn while directly above him. On his descent, he uses his now forward momentum to slam a powerful kick to back of his opponent’s head or back.
	System: Use the modifiers below. Opponent is forced forward for as many hexes equal to attacker’s strength.
	Cost: None
	Speed: +0
	Damage: +4
	Move: One

Fish Hook
	Prerequisites: Grab 1, Strength 3
	Power Points: Brazilian Jujutsu 1, any 2
	This is a brutal, almost cruel technique that has become popular in the underground fighting world. A fighter hooks a finger into an opponent’s mouth and does his best to rip his cheek out, or at the very least tear some facial muscles. Considered a dirty tactic, many see fighters that use it to be considered dishonorable.
	System: A fighter that wishes to use a Fish Hook must first have his opponent in a Sustained Hold. Any damage dealt above the opponent’s Stamina (IE Dizzy Damage) counts as Aggravated Damage.
	Cost: Complete loss of Honor Points.
	Speed: -2
	Damage: +6
	Move: One

Headlock
	Prerequisites: Grab 1
	Power Points: Any 1
	A tried and true favorite. A fighter basically grabs his opponent around the neck and holds him, cutting off his air.
	System: This is a Sustained Hold.
	Cost: None
	Speed: -2
	Damage: None.
	Move: None.

Headlock Kicks
	Prerequisites: Kick 1, Headlock
	Power Points: Kung Fu, Jeet Kune Do, Wu Shu 1; Kenpo, Hapkido, Special Forces, Tae Kwon Do 2
	While keeping their opponent in a headlock, a fighter then brings up their foot to kick them in the head.
	System: Fighter must have opponent in a Sustained Headlock. He may then roll Strength+Kick to do Damage each round until either the Headlock is broken or a number of rounds equal to his Grab rating has passed..
	Cost: None.
	Speed: -3
	Damage: See above.
	Move: None.

Leg Scoop
	Prerequisites: Kick 4, Strength 3, Grab 3, Throw
	Power Points: Brazilian Jujutsu, Capoeira 1, Ler Drit 2
	In one graceful yet powerful motion, a fighter whirls backward, bringing a heel up into an opponent’s midsection and then using sheer force to throw him with his leg.
	System: Use the modifiers below.
	Cost: 1 Willpower.
	Speed: -2
	Damage: +3
	Move: One

Spinning Neck Lock
	Prerequisites: Kick 2, Grab 2, Athletics 2
	Power Points: Brazilian Jujutsu, Bushin, Capoeira, Kung Fu, Ninjutsu, Muay Thai, Special Forces, Tae Kwon Do, Wu Shu 2; Any 3
	The fighter leaps into the air, hooking an leg around his opponent’s neck, and then takes him down. The opponent is then caught in the fighter’s leg lock.
	System: This is a Sustained Hold that Knocks Down both fighters.
	Cost: None
	Speed: -2
	Damage: +2
	Move: One

Athletics

Back Barrel Roll
	Prerequisites: Athletics 2
	Power Points: Any 2
	A Back Barrel Roll is a simple evasive maneuver that entails a fighter simply rolling off his opponent’s back.
	System: Fighter can only use this technique while standing next to opponent and can only land directly behind him.
	Cost: None
	Speed: +4
	Damage: None
	Move: See above.

Butterfly Cartwheel
	Prerequisites: Athletics 4
	Power Points: Bushin, Capoeira, French Ninjutsu, Majestic Crow, Kung Fu, Wu Shu 2; Any 5
	This is an aerial cartwheel performed without hands. Using sheer strength and a twist of the torso, the fighter launches himself in a direction and lands feet first.
	System: +2 to dodge. This is an Aerial Maneuver and can be used to dodge projectiles.
	Cost: None.
	Speed: +2
	Damage: None
	Move: -2

Flamingo Stance
	Prerequisites: Athletics 3, Kick 2
	Power Points: Tae Kwon Do 1, Karate 2, any 4
	The fighter adopts a kicking stance, perched on one leg.
	System: A fighter may assume the Flamingo Stance at any time. While in this stance, all rolls to hit with regular kicks (short, forward, roundhouse) are at -2 difficulty to hit and +2 Speed. Also all Called Shots with kicks are normal difficulty without having to raise.
	Disadvantages include that a fighter may not make any other attacks other than kicks while in a Flamingo Stance. If a fighter takes Damage (Blocked or otherwise) he must spend a Willpower point to stay upright.
	Cost: None
	Speed: See above.
	Damage: See above.
	Move: None.

Kick-Up
	Prerequisites: Kick 1, Kippup
	Power Points: Any 1
	System: This is a normal Kippup, with one difference. After a Knock Down, the fighter can choose to delay his Kippup until next round. If he chooses to do so, then the modifiers below apply. As the fighter Kippups, he lashes out with his feet, rolling -1 difficulty to hit, and Strength+Kick for damage.
	Cost: None
	Speed: +0
	Damage: See above.
	Move: None.

Spinning Kippup
	Prerequisites: Kippup
	Power Points: Any 2
	System: This is a normal Kippup, with a +2 to dodge next round.
	Cost: None
	Speed: See above.
	Damage: See above.
	Move: See above

Focus

Absorb Chi
	Prerequisites: Grab 1, Focus 4
	Power Points: Aikido, Baraqah, Bushin, Glimae, Kabaddi, Kalaripayit, Ler Drit, Ninjutsu, Silat, Tai Chi Chuan 3; Kenpo, Kung Fu, Lua, Majestic Crow, Native American Wrestling 4, Any 5
	With this technique, the fighter can siphon the Chi from an opponent.
	System: The fighter can absorb an opponent’s Chi by physical contact. A fighters rolls for damage with this attack but decreases the opponent’s Chi instead of Health. The fighter may then make use of these Chi points however he sees fit.
	However, the fighter can only store up to as much Chi that is equal to his Focus+ Stamina. If the fighter absorbs too much then he suffers Chi Backlash, which is damage equal to Chi stored, and he loses ALL remaining Chi.
	Cost: See above.
	Speed: +1
	Damage: None
	Move: None

Barrier
	Prerequisites: Focus 5
	Power Points:  Kabaddi, Kalaripayit, Ler Drit, Tai Chi 4, Any 5
	System: A fighter may surround himself with a Barrier outside of a normal round. The Barrier acts as a shield, absorbing all damage. Treat the Barrier as a separate entity, whose life points are equal to however much Chi a fighter decides to put in, up to the fighter’s Chi rating. A Barrier can cover a number of hexes immediately surrounding the Fighter. When the Barrier takes cumulative Damage equal to more than its Chi, then the Barrier drops but the fighter still takes no damage. Damage is dealt from a source as usual but minus the defending character’s Focus+Stamina.
	The fighter himself takes no Damage when he has a Barrier up, but neither can he attack. At least, not with physical techniques. Any sort of projectile Focus maneuver can be used to attack, but still incurs its respective Chi cost, and therefore shortening the life span of the Barrier. Barrier can be dropped at any time.
	Cost: See above
	Speed: See above.
	Damage: None
	Move: None

Battle Ginga
	Prerequisites: Focus 1
	Power Points: Capoeira 1
	The ginga is the rhythmic pattern of movements that is rudimentary to any capoeirista. The Battle Ginga is used to enhance a fighter’s movement while in the heat of battle.
	System: If the fighter spends one round setting up a Battle Ginga, then he gets a +1 bonus to either speed, damage or move each turn. If he is Knocked Down or Dizzied any time during the fight, he loses these bonuses unless he takes another round to Ginga. If the fighter has Musical Accompaniment, then he gets +2 bonuses.
	Cost: None.
	Speed: See above.
	Damage: See above.
	Move: See above.

Dissipate
	Prerequisites: Focus 4
Power Points:  Glimae, Ler Drit, Ninjutsu, Silat, Tai Chi Chuan 4; Bando, Kenpo, Kung Fu, Lua, Majestic Crow, Native American Wrestling 5
	With force of will, a fighter dissipates the ambient energy of a Chi Attack.
	System: When faced with a Chi-powered attack, a defending fighter may spend One Chi point to detract from the damage potential.
	Cost: 1 per Damage
	Speed: Reactionary/abort
	Damage: None
	Move: One

Form Weapon
	Prerequisites: Focus 5, Weapon 1
	Power Points: Aikido, Baraqah, Bojutsu, Bushin, Hwarang-Do, Kabaddi, Kalaripayit, Karate, Kenjutsu, Kobujutsu, Ler Drit, Ninjutsu, Silat, Swordfighting, Tai Chi Chuan 4; Arnis/Kali/Escrima, Bando, Kenpo, Kung Fu, Lua, Majestic Crow, Native American Wrestling 5
	With the sheer force of his inner energy, a fighter forms a weapon out of pure Chi.
	System: This technique allows a fighter to produce a non-firearm melee weapon in any given situation. Fighter must have a weapons proficiency, and can only produce weapons in concordance with that proficiency. The fighter must spend one round to roll Wits+Focus to Form Weapon. Said Weapon has no Speed modifiers and does damage equal to the fighter’s Chi rating, minus one every following round. If the fighter is dizzied or successfully psionically attacked, then his concentration is broken and the weapon dissipates. The fighter may also choose to dissipate the Weapon at any time.
	Cost: See above
	Speed: See above
	Damage: See above
	Move: Not applicable.

Split Shadow
	Prerequisites: Focus 4
	Power Points: Ninjutsu 4; Baraqah, Kabaddi, Kalaripayit, Silat 5
	A ancient technique developed in ninjutsu, a warrior learns to use his ki to form illusions of his mirror image.
	System: A fighter must spend one round to activate Split Shadow, and then its effect lasts a number of rounds equal to their Chi. Opponents lose 3 successes when rolling to hit. They may spend one round to make a Wits+Perception Roll against the fighter. If a fighter using Split Shadow is actually hit, then the effect ceases, as does the Chi cost.
	Cost: 1 Chi per round
	Speed: See above.
	Damage: See above
	Move: See above

Weapons

Bloody Slash
	Prerequisites: Weapons 3, Sword Proficiency
	Power Points: Spanish Ninjutsu, French Ninjutsu, Sword Fighting 1, Krabi Krabong, Kenjutsu, Kung Fu, Wu Shu 2
	This is a trio of lightning fast slashes with a single sword or blade. A version of the Hundred Hand Slap for the weapons-using set.
	System: Roll damage three times, using the modifiers below.
	Cost: 1 Willpower
	Speed: -2
	Damage: +1
	Move: One

Mark of [Your Name Here]
	Prerequisites: Weapons 3, Swords Proficiency
	Power Points: Spanish Ninjutsu, French Ninjutsu, Swordfighting 1
	In an incredible display of either extreme skill or unmitigated gall, a swordsman deftly uses his blade to carve a letter or symbol into his opponent’s clothing. A crowd-pleaser.
	System: Opponent must make a Wits+Focus roll against the fighter’s Dexerity+ Technique. If the opponent fails, then he is surprised and loses 2 to his speed next round. If the opponent botches, then he is severely intimidated and runs away (Storyteller’s discretion.)
	Cost: None
	Speed: +0
	Damage: None
	Move: +1.

Enhancement and Weapon Modifiers

On a general basis, Weapons and Enhancements -any artificial advantages- are frowned upon in the Street Fighter Universe. Unless in a Duelist or at least Freestyle, tournament, they will always cost the fighter 1 point of Temporary Honor every round that he uses them. 

Enhancements

Brass Knuckles
	A series of four brass rings connected to each other, made to fit over the fist.
	+ 1 Damage to any Punch technique (excluding Head Butts or anything that uses the Punch rating to calculate damage, but does not actually involve the hands).

Weapons 

Tonfa or Nightstick
	Originating from the handles of a Japanese rice grinder, the tonfa is blocking/striking weapon. It is length of wood with a side handle jutting out at a right angle a few inches from one end. The fighter usually takes hold of the handle, the longer shaft of wood is held along the forearm. With a flick of the wrist, the fighter can flip the tonfa so that the longer end is protruding.
	In recent years, the tonfa’s design has been modified for use by most American police officers. The nightstick is a singular weapon, whereas the tonfa were usually wielded in pairs. It is also less tapered than the tonfa.
	Prerequisites: Weapons 2
	Power Points: Karate, Ninjutsu, Special Forces 2; any 3
	Base Proficiency: Club
	System: the Tonfa grants a fighter +2 to Block. To score damage, the Fighter may use any base Punch and add +2. The fighter may not Grab or Hold while Tonfas are in use.
	Speed: -1
	Damage: +2 to all Punch techniques requiring hands.
	Move: +0

Bolo or Bola
	This is a special weapon originating from South America. A bolo is comprised of a pair of spherical weights, about the size of softballs, connected to each other by a length of cord. They are thrown at an opponent, usually aimed at the feet, and the cord wraps around his body and then held in place by the weights.
	Prerequisites: Weapons 2
	Base Proficiency: Throwing Weapons 
	System: The fighter throws the bolo at an enemy, aiming for either feet or arms. If he is successful, one of two things happen: the opponent’s feet are entangled in the bolo, and he is prone for a round, or his hands are entangled, and he is unable to use them for a round. 
	Speed: -2
	Damage: None
	Move: None

New Backgrounds

Protégé
	
	“So, how bad are your teen-sidekick flashbacks getting?”
	-- The Flash to Nightwing, The Titans.

You have your own student whom you are trying to teach the ways of your art. The number of points put into this Background determines the rapport between you and your protégé. The higher the level a protégé is at, the higher the possibility of getting extra Honor points as how well he/she does is a direct reflection on you, the teacher. This Background can only be taken with at least two dots in the Instruction Skill. Each point also adds a bonus to your Instruction Rolls for the protégé. 
*	Some kid off the street. You tolerate him/her at best.
**	Your student is starting to get an idea of discipline.
***	Your student is beginning to adopt the ways of you and your art.
****	Your student has come to respect and revere you and your teachings.
*****	You and your student could not be closer if you were family.


Debt of Honor

	“Hear me, Norman! I owe you much, yet I have nothing to leave you, save insight.”
	--Wesley Dodds, Kingdom Come
	
You are indebted to someone, be it friend or foe, for something they did for you. You have vowed to repay them in one way or another. Each point symbolizes the depth of the debt, and how many Permanent Honor Points you risk to lose or gain by either failing or repaying your Debt of Honor.
	*	Someone loaned you their notes before a big test. No biggie.
 	**	Someone found you that rare game source book that you’ve been looking for.
	***	Someone came through for you when you had no hope left.
	****	You were saved from grievous harm. You owe this person your life.
	*****	A step short of indentured servitude. You owe this person your life 
and/or the life of someone close to you.

Pride of the Art

“It’s a martial artist’s duty to protect the weak and defenseless!”
	-Whole lotta people, Ranma ½

	“I don’t bother anybody, and nobody bothers me; that’s my kenpo’s philosophy!”
	-Akira Yuki, Virtua Fighter the Animated Series (loosely translated)

	This Background is a gauge of how much pride you take in your particular martial discipline and the practice of martial arts in general. It should be taken into note that the simple fact that one is proficient in a style does not mean that one has respect for that style.

*	Your art is nothing more than a diversion, really. A hobby, like macramé.
	**	Your art is a source of accomplishment to you.
	***	Proficiency in your art is one of the crowning achievements in your life.
	****	You owe your sense of honor, ethics, and discipline tot he refinement of your art.
	*****	You are willing to die in defense of your art, and are beholden to challenge 
anyone who derides its efficiency.

Special Tournaments

	“It’s nothing personal.”
	--Commonly used phrase.

	“It’s always personal; just have to make it honorable.”
	--Bloodsport 2: The Next Kumite

The Tekken
Background: This tournament is held annually in Japan by Heihachi Mishima, corporate head of the Mishima Financial Group. Nobody knows exactly why a billionaire CEO would choose to host such an event, other than the fact he is known to be a great martial arts enthusiast. But hey, what could possibly go wrong?
Required Entry: By invitation.
Prerequisites: Honor 2, Glory 4, Rank 3
Potential Rewards: 2 Permanent Glory, 1 Permanent Honor

The Ghan-gheng
Background: This is one of the most prestigious tournaments in the known world. It is held in the mountainous regions of Tibet, within the confines of an imposing monastery. The monks there revere the art of hand-to-hand combat, and so created this event nearly one hundred years ago as a celebration of martial arts. Unfortunately, this event is held only once every ten years. 
Required Entry: By invitation, but nobody knows how to get one. In fact the only way that any fighters are able to gain access is that a monk shows up bearing a scroll with directions to the monastery. Though the monks themselves are rarely seen, rest assured they are watching you.
Prerequisites: Honor 4, Glory 2, Rank 3
Potential Rewards: 2 Permanent Honor, 1 Permanent Glory

The United Nations Martial Arts Open
Background: This “tournament” is really a week-long exhibition of martial arts. This event is held annually at the United Nations Expo center.
Required Entry: Not much, but you’d need to be of some account to be allowed entry.
Prerequisites: Glory 2
Potential Rewards: 2 Permanent Glory

Special Arenas
These special arenas are known the world over. Any fighter with at least a 1 in Pride of the Art gains bonuses after winning a fight in any of these specific arenas.

Eye of the Storm, Hopi Mesa
+1 Honor and Glory to all Native American Wrestling

Pai Lung Kwoon, Hong Kong
+1 Honor to all Kung Fu, Tai Chi, WuShu

Broca Beach, South California
+1 Glory to Shotokan Karate, Western Kickboxing

Crocodile Tooth Outback, Australia
+1 Glory to Western Kickboxing

The Baron’s Courtyard, New Orleans
+1 Glory to Savate, Swordfighting

Ring of Flame, Kuahula Isle
+1 Honor to Lua

The Buddha’s Forehead, India
+1 Honor to Kabaddi, Kalaripayit, Ler Drit, Muay Thai

